
Clean, Consistent
Real-Time Data

OIL & GAS

RESULTS

• In-house SCADA was preventing getting consistently clean data

• Several different roles needed to see the data with different reports

• The Zedi platform brought all the right data to the right people

• Enabled more focus on actual production

APPLICATION

Emerson’s Zedi Cloud SCADA Solutions platform
 

CUSTOMER

Junior Sized South Texas Oil Production Company  

CHALLENGE

A Junior sized production company with 42 South Texas wells had serious 
problems getting accurate production data from their existing in-house 
SCADA system.

There was no unified method of collecting, managing and reporting their 
data, and personnel were spending far too many extra hours tracking 
down and sorting through all the data they did have to try and make 
sense of any of it.

They realized having the in-house SCADA system wasn’t really helping 
them at all and contacted Emerson’s Zedi Cloud SCADA Solutions to help 
them get the data they so urgently needed.

Zedi Cloud SCADA Solutions

“The day I realized just how much 
time was being wasted by so many 
people just trying to ‘get’ to the 
right answers in the many piles of 
different data we had was when I’d 
had enough and made the call and 
thankfully, I’ve never looked back!”

Junior Sized South Texas Production Company

 - Vice President of Operations
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SOLUTION

Setting the company up on our platform was fast and painless for the cus-
tomer. We’ve worked with several companies that use multiple methods of 
gathering data.

Part of the relief is when they are no longer presented with useless data, but 
consistently clean, accurate decision making data that’s easy to understand 
and use in real business decisions, every day.

Now the company is getting the data they need daily that is clean, consis-
tent, and in real-time data on current production through Zedi Access. This 
migration that was fully accomplished without Zedi engineers needing to 
set foot on any site. 

The company is very happy with their results, and now able to focus their en-
ergies on their core business of oil production and not worrying about trying 
to figure out how to get the answers they need each day; they have them all 
set up on their dashboards and ready at the click of a button.
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